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Tessera terrain is highly deformed crust on Venus defined by having two or more sets of ridges and grooves that 
intersect [I]. Tessera terrain comprises approximately 8.3% of the Venusian surface [2] and is found as large (1000 km 
across), contiguous plateaus that stand on average 1-2 km above mean planetary radius (6051.84 km) and as smaller 
outcrops (210s km) at the elevation of local plains [2]. Volcanic plains lavas commonly embay tessera boundaries and are 
thus younger, at least locally, than tessera terrain with rare exceptions [3,4]. The Venusian plains have been assigned an 
average age of 300+300/-100 Ma based on crater distributions [5]. Similar statistical methods have been used to date tessera 
terrain yielding surface ages of the same age as determined for the plains [5] or up to 1.5X older [6]. Several models have 
been proposed that address the formation and evolution of tessera terrain [7,8,9], some within the context of the global 
plains forming event [10,11,12]. These models make predictions about the style and extent of deformation of the crust that 
comprises tessera terrain, which we wish to test. In this study, we present results of detailed mapping (F-MIDR scale) of 
structures within Tellus Regio. Structures were documented according to style, orientation and elevation; sets of structures 
could be defined where such characteristics were common. Sets of structures were placed into a stratigraphic sequence which 
is the record of the most recent deformational events in Tellus Regio. These data were then compared to the styles and 
sequence of deformation predicted by models of tessera terrain formation via mantle downwelling [7,8,12,13]. 

Previous analyses of tessera terrain have shown there to be similarities in types and distribution of structures within 
several individual tessera plateaus [7,14,15]. Structures in Ovda, Thetis, Tellus, and Fortuna regiones were classified as 
follows: 1) 1nkrior block [14], or disrupted terrain [15], is characterized by raised blocks 15-75 km in width separated by 
curvilinear troughs; this type terrain is most commonly found within plateau interiors. 2) Linear ridged terrain is comprised 
of ridges and troughs 8-15 krn wide upon which graben and troughs are superimposed orthogonally; these ridges are margin- 
parallel within Ovda [14] and Alpha Regiones [15] and correspond to the highest elevations in Alpha [15]. 3) Subparallel 
linear troughs are 100 m-10 km wide and may be superimposed upon older ridges and troughs. The consensus is that the 
oldest structures in tessera terrain are linear to arcuate ridges that are interpreted to have a compressional origin; these ridges 
are segmented at various scales by linear and curvilinear troughs, which have characteristics of both extensional and strike- 
slip movement [7]. Graben and volcanism are late stage events in the history of the tesserae [4,14,15,7] 

Tellus Regio is a plateau-shaped highland that covers an area of approximately 4x106km2 in the northern hemisphere of 
Venus (Fig 1). Altimetry data reveal that the east and west margins of Tellus stand at an average elevation of 6054 km, 
while the interior of the plateau lies 0.5 to 1 km below these margins. Large-scale structural characteristics differ between 
the interior and margin of Tellus as described for Ovda [14] and Alpha Regiones 1151. 

The Interior. The interior of Tellus is defined here as an area of almost constant elevation (6053 - 6053.5 km) 
containing structures whose orientations differ from those of structures within the eastern and western margins. Detailed 
mapping of three areas covering = 5x105km2 (13% of Tellus; Fig. 1 boxed areas) at the F-MIDR scale was performed. A 
common fabric is observed within central Tellus. Typically, this fabric consists of oviod to elongate areas of crust (25-100 
km across) that contain graben and rare ridges (Fig. 2). These areas, or cores (Fig. 2, A) are isolated by curvilinear troughs 
(Fig. 2, B) that lie 100s of meters lower in elevation. These troughs range in width from 3-10 km and frequently contain 
lineaments that strike parallel to the trough walls. Where these troughs are perpendicular to the radar look direction, many 
of these lineaments can be classified as normal faults, and more rarely, graben. The curvilinear troughs truncate the 
structures present within the cores that they serve to isolate; the geometry of the cores and troughs ii very similar to 
lenticular feldspars found in augen-gneiss. Raised blocks surrounded by curvilinear troughs have been previously described 
as disrupted terrain in Tellus [15] and interior block terrain in Ovda [14]. 

In the northernmost sections of central Tellus (north of 37ON), such cores are generally rounded to ovoid in shape (a 
type example is centered at 38S0N,81.30, Fig. 2). The cores in this area may contain randomly oriented lineaments, 
alternatively, some cores display minimal deformation and appear to be smooth in the radar (example at 39.2ON, 81.9O). 
South of 37ON, the cores become more elongate. With decreasing latitude, the long axes of these cores become aligned 
parallel to the southwest margin of Tellus which has an azimuth of approximately 300° (Fig. 1, C). Intratessera plains in 
this region are also elongate and mimic this trend. This margin is marked by ridges and troughs 10-20 km in width that 
trend approximately parallel to the margin locally. These ridges are the dominant structures within the cores in this region 
(Fig. 1, C). With increasing distance inward from the margin, structures within the cores become regular in both spacing 
and orientation; most commonly, these structures are resolved as horsts and graben, with rare occurrences of ridges. The 
spacing between horsts is 2 krn on average, and they display a prominent orientation of N40°E. The mean orientations of 
the curvilinear troughs is found to be 282S0.  

A set of smaller graben (1-5 km width; Fig. 2 in bold) is pervasive through the whole of central Tellus. These graben 
are superimposed upon the curvilinear troughs and cores in all cases observed. These graben display a very regular 
orientation of 340f0.7O. Volcanic l a v a  and structures associated with intratessera plains are the youngest structures within 
central Tellus. 

The Eastern and Western Maryin~. The eastern and western margins of Tellus are characterized by higher elevations and 
display prominent margin-parallel structures that trend roughly north-south. We have focused our study on the eastern 
margin because there are F-MIDRS available along its entirety. Margin-parallel structural lows (Fig. 1, D), filled with 
low-albedo lavas, are distinct along the eastern margin, a zone that varies from 400 to 1000 km in width. These troughs 
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separate broad, linear ridges ( 1  50 km across) and scarps (most easily seen in stereo) of similar orientation as the troughs. 
The plains-tessera border itself is marked by a scarp that rises 500m. The presence of these scarps and the high elevation of 
the margin lead us the conclude that the margins were formed during a compressional event as previously interpreted for the 
high-standing margins at Alpha Regio [7,15]. 

These margin-parallel scarps and troughs are deformed by a pervasive set of graben oriented normal to the margin locally 
(Fig. 1, E). Some of these structures are lined with pit craters and may extend beyond the confines of the tessera into the 
adjoining plains. The margin-normal graben strike westward from the plains-tessera border and end abruptly at a north- 
south trending trough that lies at approximately 87O longitude. This trough also marks a sharp transition between the 
margin-parallel ridges and troughs that are continuous over hundreds of kilometers (linear ridged terrain of [14,15]) to 
isolated cores of crust 175 km wide pervasive throughout Tellus' interior (interior block [14], or disrupted terrain [15]). 

There are some interior-type structures within the margin; disrupted fabric can be seen in a few places over the length of 
the eastern margin (example at 46S0N, 88S0). Margin-parallel structures bifurcate and surround an area of crust upon 
which curvilinear troughs were subsequently emplaced isolating two core structures, defining this fabric as disrupted terrain. 
These cores were later deformed by regional margin-normal graben. The small graben of size and orientation characteristic of 
the interior cannot be readily discerned within the eastern margin. 

Discussion and  conclusion^. A sequence of structural events can be constructed for Tellus Regio based on our 
observations. The oldest structures in the interior are the isolated, high-standing cores of crust characteristic of the interior 
of Tellus. Discernable structures within these cores, near the margins of Tellus, are ridges and troughs; this is in agreement 
with previous workers who identified compressional structures as oldest within tesserae [7,14,15]. With increasing distance 
away from the margins, structures within the cores are predominantly extensional (Fig. 2, A) and often appear as horst and 
graben of regular orientation (N40°E) and spacing (2 km), however the fact that the cores are themselves high-standing 
argues for a compressional origin. Both the extensional and compressional structures within the cores have been truncated 
by curvilinear troughs of average trend 280° that may contain extensional structures (Fig. 2, B). These troughs also isolate 
cores of smooth crust, implying that some of the precursor material to the first recognizable deformational event within 
Tellus Regio is smooth plains. Such curvilinear troughs and cores are similar to structures previously mapped within the 
interiors of Ovda [14] and Alpha Regiones [15,7]. Small (1 km width) graben oriented 340° (Fig. 2, in bold) were 
subsequently emplaced throughout central Tellus and, along with intratessera volcanism, represent the latest stages of 
deformation of the plateau. 

We have described a tessera fabric characteristic of the interior of Tellus similar to disrupted terrain in the interior of 
other tessera plateaus. That this fabric can be produced from the deformation of the ridges and troughs of the margins of 
Tellus is in concert with previous work suggesting that linear ridged terrain evolves into disrupted terrain over time [14]. 

FIGURES 1 & 2: Structural Maps of Tellus Regio. See text for details. 
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